COMBI iBLEND  WIRELESS PTT SURVEILLANCE KIT

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

- **ALWAYS ON!** Quick Release Adapter Receiver pairs via one-to-one.
- The iBlend Surveillance Kit features iPod-style earbuds & inline microphone.
- From the outside, the “iPod-style” earbuds look commonplace, but underneath lies a covert surveillance kit that promotes highly advanced communications.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

Q. Can you use any earbud?
A. Yes, as long as it’s equipped with an inline microphone.

Q. Where is the receiver?
A. The receiver is built inside of the adapter, so there are less cables.

Q. Can you hear out of both speakers?
A. Yes.

Q. Do you need to charge the remote PTT button?
A. No, the button will last over 100,000 presses before replacing it. The case is sealed.

Q. Can it be used with any radio?
A. It will accommodate most major brands that use a multipin connector.

Note: Radio Adapter will vary based on radio make/model. Refer to radio compatibility chart.